AGE AND WEIGHT DIVISIONS
IMPORTANT NOTE: The YSFL certifies a players weight at the beginning of the season and then does not
do any further weigh ins. Teams are checked in each week but once a player has made weight once they no
longer weigh in again.
DIVISION: (Age is based on “League Age” determined by the players age as of July 31st of the
year preceding the playing of the tournament. (i.e. if the tournament is being played in 2018 then the
players age is based on July 31st, 2017)

Tiny-Mite
Mitey-Mite
Pee Wee
Midget
JR Varsity
Varsity

5 & 6yrs unlimited, 7yrs <80 lbs
7 & 8yrs unlimited, 9yrs <100 lbs
9 & 10yrs unlimited, 11yrs <120 lbs
11 & 12 yrs unlimited, 13yrs <150 lbs
12 &13 yrs unlimited, 14yrs <200 lbs
13,14 & 15yrs All unlimited weight

Note - Players may play in their designated divisions as well as up ONE division from their age group only.
i.e. a 10 year old may play on Peewee and Midgets but NOT on JV.

Note - For the Florida market ONLY the YSFL runs a D1 and D2 tournament. However D2 tournament
does NOT have the Tiny Mite or Varsity divisions.
A player who is registered and paid to play in a given division is allowed to attempt to “make the required
weight” for the first THREE (3) schedule weeks of the season. The Player may try to make weight as many
times as they wish before this deadline. If following the start of the 3rd week of YSFL games, the player has
failed to make their weight, then the player must be moved up to the next division roster. Please Note: YSFL
has a no refund policy for the league for players not making the weight classification.
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